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We derive the geodesic equation of motion in the presence of weak gravitational fields produced by
relativistic sources such as cosmic strings, decomposed into scalar, vector and tensor parts. To test
the result, we perform the first N-body simulations with relativistic weak gravitational external fields. Our
test case is a moving straight string, for which we recover the well-known result for the impulse on
nonrelativistic particles. We find that the vector (gravito-magnetic) force is an essential contributor. Our
results mean that it is now possible to incorporate straightforwardly into N-body simulations all weak
relativistic sources, including networks of cosmic defects.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Topological defects such as cosmic strings [1–4] are
generic by-products of many inflationary models [5–8]
and of grand unification [9], adding a characteristic signa-
ture to the gravitational and matter fluctuations predicted
by inflation. Precision cosmic microwave background
(CMB) measurements set limits on the allowed defect
abundance [10–17] and thus also on inflationary models
that produce defects.
There is also accurate data on the galaxy power
spectrum over a wide range of scales [18], which con-
strain the matter perturbations. Inflation creates a nearly
Gaussian spectrum of initial perturbations (see e.g.,
Ref. [19]), whose subsequent evolution can be computed
in linear theory, and compared to the data (under assump-
tions about the bias, i.e., the ratio between the galaxy and
matter power spectra). However, defects are localized and
‘‘active’’ [20] sources of gravitational fields, creating
highly non-Gaussian perturbations [21–23]. For example,
cosmic strings create a wake behind them as they move
through matter [24,25], in which there is a planar relative
overdensity of order 1 as soon as it is created. The evolu-
tion of the wake is therefore immediately nonlinear, and
standard linear theory in Fourier space does not apply. The
strong non-Gaussianity is very likely to impact the growth
of structure and (for example) could affect the bias of the
galaxy power spectrum. For this reason, we need to find
ways to go beyond linear perturbation theory to calculate
the matter power spectrum derived from the gravitational
perturbations of defects.
One way to do so involves N-body simulations. In
some early numerical work by Sornborger et al. [26,27]
the structure of the wake induced by a single straight string
was studied by setting up a velocity kick toward the plane
behind the string as the initial velocity perturbation, as
derived from semianalytical predictions [1,28], verifying
the predicted width of the wake, the inflow velocity of the
dark matter and assumptions about the self-similarity of
the solution.
However, in general defects have a complex and evolv-
ing three-dimensional structure that extends up to the
horizon scale. For example, strings are not straight but
form a tangled, self-intersecting and fast-moving network
of infinite and closed pieces, with a characteristic length
scale of about one third of the horizon scale and a charac-
teristic speed of about a half that of light [29,30].
In order to capture the full impact of the defect pertur-
bations on the large-scale structure, we will need to work
on cosmological scales and with relativistic sources. For
this we will need general relativity, both for the perturba-
tions in the gravitational field, and the deviations to the
motion that the field produces.
In this paper we derive from first principles the equation
of motion (EOM) of massive particles in a perturbed
Friedmann-Lemaıˆtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) cosmol-
ogy, keeping all terms linear in the gravitational fields,
including vector and tensor. This is required for relativistic
sources such as topological defects, where all parts of the
energy-momentum tensor are comparable in magnitude.
We will then test our formalism with the help of a moving
straight string, for which the impulse on passing particles is
known exactly.
Finally, we perform an N-body simulation to study the
growth of the wake behind the moving string, comparing
with previous work using Newtonian gravity, and the
impulse as an initial condition [26,27].
This paper establishes the formalism by which the ef-
fects of topological defects on the matter in the universe
can be taken into account, as a necessary preliminary to
nonperturbative (especially N-body) calculations of the
growth of structure in cosmological models with defects.
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The formalism is more general, however, and allows us to
add any sources of weak relativistic gravitational fields to
N-body simulations.
II. OVERVIEW OF LINEAR
PERTURBATION THEORY
Very generally, given a metric g we can compute the
Christoffel symbols


 ¼
1
2
gð@g þ @g  @gÞ; (1)
the curvature tensor R and thus the Einstein tensor G
as well as the geodesic equation of motion,
d2x
d2
þ ½g
dx
d
dx
d
¼ 0: (2)
The gravitational field equations or Einstein equations,
G ¼ 8GT; (3)
describe the interaction between gravity and matter, with
the latter given by its energy-momentum tensor T.
In general the Einstein equations are very difficult to
solve, but in the limit of weak fields and small perturba-
tions we can use linear perturbation theory around a fixed
background metric [31–33]. These linearized equations
then naturally decompose into irreducible components
under rotations, scalars (S), vectors (V) and tensors (T).
However, at higher order in perturbation theory this de-
composition is no longer maintained and the different
types of perturbations mix.
We will assume throughout this paper that the sources of
the gravitational perturbations evolve on the background
universe and are not affected by the perturbations that
they generate, i.e., that their perturbations only affect the
remaining constituents. This is the case for topological
defects, for which we can perform the numerical simula-
tions separately, recording the gravitational perturbations
which are then self-consistently inserted into the linearized
Einstein equations of the full system [34]. By running the
defect and the N-body simulation in parallel and exchang-
ing information between the two we could in principle
include the so-called gravitational backreaction on the
defects, but this is left for later work.
A. Metric and Christoffel symbols
We choose a background metric a2	, where 	 ¼
diagð1; 1; 1; 1Þ is the Minkowski metric (i.e., we only
consider flat space) and a perturbation a2h so that the
full metric with the S, V, T decomposition becomes
g ¼ a2ð	 þ hðSÞ þ hðVÞ þ hðTÞÞ: (4)
The scalar perturbations in the conformal Newtonian
gauge, the vector perturbations in the vector gauge and
the gauge invariant tensor perturbations are defined by
hðSÞdxdx ¼ 2c d2 þ 2
ijdxidxj; (5)
hðVÞdxdx ¼ 2iddxi kii ¼ 0; (6)
hðTÞdxdx ¼ hðTÞij dxidxj hðTÞij kj ¼ hðTÞii ¼ 0; (7)
where  is conformal time.
From the metric we can immediately derive the
Christoffel symbols with the help of Eq. (1). Using primes
(00000  @) to denote derivatives with respect to confor-
mal time, we find
¼
1
2a2
½ðhðSÞhðVÞþhðTÞÞ
ð@a2	þ@a2	@a2	Þ
þ	ð@½a2ð	þhðSÞþhðVÞ þhðTÞÞ
þ@½a2ð	þhðSÞþhðVÞþhðTÞÞ
@½a2ð	þhðSÞþhðVÞþhðTÞÞÞ: (8)
In particular, the zeroth component is found to be
0 ¼
a
a
½200 þ 	 þ hðSÞ þ hðVÞ þ hðTÞ  2c	
þ 1
2
½2@c0 þ @ii þ 2@c0 þ @ii
þ @0ðhðSÞ þ hðVÞ þ hðTÞÞ (9)
and the ith component is found to be
i ¼
a
a
½i0 þ i0 þ iðijij  00Þ
 1
2
@iðhðSÞ þ hðVÞ þ hðTÞÞ þ 
ði0 þ i0Þ
þ @j
ðij þ ijÞ  i00
 1
2
@jið0j þ 0jÞ þ
1
2
hðTÞji ðj0 þ j0Þ
þ 1
2
@kh
ðTÞ
ji ðjk þ jkÞ: (10)
B. Einstein equations
We solve the linearized Einstein equations in Fourier
space where they have a simpler form. Our Fourier trans-
form conventions are
fðkÞ ¼
Z 1
1
fðxÞeikxdx fðxÞ ¼ 1
2
Z 1
1
fðkÞeikxdk:
(11)
Following the formalism of Ref. [35], the Einstein equa-
tions in Fourier space can be written as
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¼ 4G
k2

fþ 3 aafv

c ¼8Gf

i ¼16G
k2
wðVÞi h
00 ðTÞ
ij þ 2 aa
hðTÞij þ k2hðTÞij ¼ 8GðÞij :
(12)
In these expressions we used the following elements of
the energy momentum tensor T:
f ¼ T00
fv ¼
ik^j
k
Tj0
fp ¼ 13ijT
ij
f ¼  3
2k2

k^ik^j  1
3
ij

Tij
wðVÞi ¼ ðT0i  k^ik^jT0jÞ
ðÞij ¼ ðPilPjm  ð1=2ÞPijPlmÞPmaPlbTab
(13)
where hats denote unit vectors, and where we used the
projection operator
Pij ¼ ij  k^ik^j: (14)
III. PARTICLE MOTION IN WEAK
GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS
Evaluating the zeroth component of the geodesic equa-
tion (2) gives us an expression for the evolution of the
energy of massive particles
E
E
¼  c  2@jc xj  
 xj xj 

@ji þ 12
hðTÞij

xi xj
 a
a
½ð1 2c þ 2
Þ xj xj  2i xi þ hðTÞij xi xj: (15)
Using this in the i equation we find the equation of
motion of massive particles in a weak gravitational field:
x
00i ¼

c  2 
þ 2@jðc 
Þ xjþ 
 xj xjþ

@jkþ 12
hðTÞij

xk xj

xiþ a
a
½1þ ð1 2c þ 2
Þ xj xj 2j xjþ hðTÞkj xk xj xi
 @iðc 
 xj xjÞ þ iþ @ji xj @ij xj aaið xj x
j 1Þ  hðTÞji xj @khðTÞji xj xkþ
1
2
@ih
ðTÞ
kj x
k xj: (16)
We notice that all types of perturbations, scalar, vector and
tensor, affect the particle motion. However, to leading
order for nonrelativistic particles with x 1 we find that
tensor perturbations do not contribute.
Converting (16) to physical time and retaining only the
leading order terms in the particle velocity we find
€x i þ 2 _a
a
_xi ¼  1
a2
@ic þ 1a
_i þ _a
a2
i: (17)
The second term on the left is due to the expansion of
space. Although it contains _x it needs to be taken into
account as it is not suppressed by any of the metric pertur-
bations. The first term on the right is the usual gradient of
the gravitational potential which is the sum of the potential
due to the particles and the scalar perturbation potential of
the topological defects.1 However, we find that vector-type
metric perturbations, if they are present, affect particle
motion at the same level. Thus gravito-magnetic forces
can be as important as the standard scalar force for a
relativistic source. This expression should be used when
extending N-body codes to account for general sources of
weak gravitational fields. The full result needs to be
evolved if particles can reach relativistic speeds, and it
may be worthwhile to occasionally monitor the size of
the next order terms.
IV. PARTICLE MOTION INDUCED BYA
STRAIGHT STRING IN MINKOWSKI SPACE
In this section we will reproduce the well-known
effect of a velocity kick induced by a moving straight
Nambu-Goto string on a test particle, in a nonexpanding
Minkowski background with a  1 (see Fig. 1). We com-
pute the result by evolving Eq. (17), which illustrates the
approach that we will be using in the future for the full
network and verifies that we arrive at the correct answer.
We show that both scalar and vector perturbations contrib-
ute significantly to the particle motion, even though in the
approximation where the particle is scattered by a string
coming from infinity, in the infinite time limit only the
scalar contribution remains relevant.
The string Nambu Goto action is given by
S ¼ 
Z ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gð2Þ
q
d2; (18)
where  is the string mass density,  ( ¼ 0, 1) are the
coordinates on the world sheet traced out by the string with
spacetime coordinates XðÞ, and gð2Þ is the determinant of
the induced metric on the world sheet, gð2Þ ¼ @X  @X.
The particular gauge chosen for defining the world
sheet is [1]
1We allow for a nonzero anisotropic stress since for topologi-
cal defects in general 
  c . We note that only the c potential
accelerates massive particles to lowest order in the particle
velocity.
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gð2Þ01 ¼ 0; gð2Þ00 þ gð2Þ11 ¼ 0; (19)
and we may also identify world sheet and coordinate time
with the choice 0 ¼ t.
We are making the simplification of the string living in
an flat, nonexpanding space. Its energy momentum tensor
is [1]
Tðx; tÞ ¼ 
Z
dð _X _X  X XÞð3Þðx Xð; tÞÞ;
(20)
where _X  @0X and X  @1X.
We are considering specifically a straight string parallel
to the z axis, traveling in the x direction at a constant
velocity v2 so that
_X  ¼ ð1; v; 0; 0Þ; X ¼

0; 0; 0;
1


: (21)
In this case we find that the energy momentum tensor is
given by
Tðx; tÞ ¼ Mðx x0  vtÞðy y0Þ; (22)
with
M ¼
1 v 0 0
v v2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1=2
0
BBBBB@
1
CCCCCA: (23)
We now change to Fourier space in order to solve for the
perturbations in the metric with the help of the Einstein
equations:
Tðk; tÞ ¼ 2Meikxðx0þvtÞeikyy0ðkzÞ: (24)
Using Eqs. (12) with a ¼ 1 we find the perturbations to
be [for a detailed calculation of Eq. (28) see Appendix B]

ðk; tÞ ¼ 8
2G
k2
eikxðx0þvtÞeikyy0ðkzÞ; (25)
c ðk; tÞ¼8
2G
k2
v2ð3k^2x2Þeikxðx0þvtÞeikyy0ðkzÞ; (26)
iðk; tÞ ¼ 32
2G
k2
ðvi  k^ik^xvÞeikxðx0þvtÞeikyy0ðkzÞ;
(27)
hðTÞij ¼
8GðÞij
k2  k2xv2
: (28)
In our setup, we have that vi ¼ ðv; 0; 0Þ. To calculate
the effect of the perturbations on a particle to first order
[Eq. (17)] we only need c and i. Their inverse Fourier
transform is given by
c ðx; tÞ ¼ Gv
2
2r2

6x2 þ r2 log

r2
r20

; (29)
1ðx; tÞ ¼ 2Gv
r2

2x2  r2 log

r2
r20

; (30)
2ðx; tÞ ¼ 4Gvxy
r2
; (31)
3ðx; tÞ ¼ 0; (32)
where r0 is an integration constant that sets the distance at
which the logarithmic contribution of the infinite straight
string to c and 1 vanishes, and ðx; yÞ ¼ ðx0 þ vt; y0Þ.
Redefining the variables
x! rx ¼ x x0  vt; (33)
y! ry ¼ y y0; (34)
Eqs. (29)–(32) give the fields at position ðx; yÞ due to a
string at ðx0 þ vt; y0Þ. Inserting these expressions into
Eq. (17) we arrive, after ignoring collisions where the
solution is divergent, at the following equation of motion
for particles:
€x ¼ Gv
2
r4
ð3r2x þ r2yÞrx; (35)
€y ¼ Gv
2
r4
ð3r2x þ 5r2yÞry: (36)
We notice that, as expected, the logarithmically diver-
gent part of the scalar and vector potentials c and i have
been removed by the derivatives and the acceleration is
decaying like 1=r at large distances. The acceleration field
around a straight string is shown in Fig. 2.
FIG. 1. A Nambu Goto string is aligned with the z axis and is
traveling in the x direction at constant speed v through the
middle of the xy plane. A test particle is at a position ðx;yÞ
w.r.t. the initial position of the string such that y=x 1. The
string travels a distance 2x.
2v in units of c ¼ 1,  is the Lorentz factor.
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We solve the equations for xðtÞ and yðtÞ numerically with
a standard numerical solver3 for ordinary differential
equations and for initial conditions chosen so that the
string passes close to a test particle in the y direction (at
a distance y), starting at a distance x far away and
moving past the particle in the x direction again to a
distance x such that y=x 1 (the nearby limit). We
find that the net acceleration in the x direction cancels
roughly out, while the net effect in the y direction, in
particular the velocity kick, agrees with the predicted
value [1]
up ¼ 4Gv: (37)
Our numerical result for the effect of a GUT string with
G  106 traveling at v ¼ 0:333 past a particle with
y=x  0:002 is
u=up  0:9993; (38)
and the agreement can be improved nearly arbitrarily as
y=x! 0. We also inserted the modified acceleration
equations (35) and (36) into the public N-body code
Gadget-2 [36] and found that the N-body code result agrees
with the result from the numerical solver to machine
accuracy as long as as we resolve the dynamical time of
the particle string interaction in the N-body code. This can
be tuned to any precision when looking at the effect on
single particles (however, this may be a problem to be
solved when doing large scale N-body simulations where
a general small limit on the maximum time step is too
expensive). We conclude that our formalism and simula-
tion setup reproduces the standard results in nonexpanding
space time accurately.
Details of the particle motion (from the N-body code)
are shown in Fig. 3. The acceleration in the x direction
(along the motion of the string, left panels of the figure)
averages to zero, so that there is no net velocity left after
the string has passed, and only a small overall displace-
ment. It is however remarkable how the scalar and vector
parts combine to a smooth overall motion, which is best
visible in the middle panel on the left for the velocity in the
x direction. In the y direction (perpendicular to the string
motion) we can see the particle receiving the above-
mentioned velocity kick. The contribution from the vector
part is small and mostly serves to render the kick more
step-like.
When looking in more detail at the late-time impact of
the scalar and vector parts of the acceleration field, we find
that in the nearby limit the vector part does not contribute
significantly to the final velocity, see Fig. 4. However, this
is due not least to the special case that we consider, where a
long, straight string moves on a straight trajectory past a
particle. In reality we will be dealing with a string network,
in which case strings are not straight, and they move on
curved trajectories. In this case we would not expect to
satisfy the nearby limit at all times. In this situation the
vector part can contribute at a level comparable to the
scalar part.
FIG. 2. The acceleration field around a straight string in
Minkowski space-time moving at constant speed in the x direc-
tion (i.e., horizontally through the center of the box). The top
panel shows only the contribution from the scalar components,
and the middle panel from the vector components of the metric
perturbations induced by the string. The bottom panel shows the
total acceleration field which is the one seen by a particle.
3NDSolve of the Mathematica software package.
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V. N-BODY RESULTS WITH A MOVING
STRAIGHT STRING IN EXPANDING SPACE-TIME
We now turn to the cosmologically more relevant case of
uniformly expanding space-time. Specifically, we consider
an infinite, straight string moving through an initially
homogeneous distribution of particles expanding with the
Hubble flow and follow the subsequent evolution of those
particles. We present here our leading order results and put
our higher order calculations into Appendix C.
We find that the energy momentum tensor T of the
Nambu-Goto string in a FLRW space-time is the same as in
Minkowski space-time, except for a factor a4. This factor
cancels out when calculating T which is used in the
Einstein equations (12) and (13) so that
TFLRW ¼ T: (39)
The vector and the tensor perturbations stay the same,
while the scalar potentials become
FIG. 3 (color online). Motion of a test particle in Minkowski space-time as the string passes by at a constant velocity v, from the
adapted N-body code results. Initial conditions resemble the nearby limit case, i.e., the initial string particle separation is large in the x
direction and small in the y direction. From the top to the bottom the panels show the particle position, velocity and acceleration. The
left-hand panels show the x-component (along the direction of motion of the string) and the right-hand panels the y-component
(perpendicular to the direction of motion of the string).
FIG. 4 (color online). Ratio of vector to scalar contributions
to the final velocity in Minkowski space-time. The vector con-
tribution is negligible in the near by limit but dominant if
y=x > 1.
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ðk; tÞ ¼ 8
2G
k2

1 3v _a ikx
k2

eikxxsðtÞeikyy0ðkzÞ;
(40)
c ðk; tÞ ¼ 8
2G
k2

v2ð3k^2x  2Þ þ 3v _a ikx
k2

 eikxxsðtÞeikyy0ðkzÞ; (41)
where xsðtÞ ¼ x0 þ 3vt2=30 t1=3.
iðx; tÞ does not change (30)–(32) but c ðx; tÞ becomes
c ðx; tÞ ¼ Gv
2r2

6vxðtÞ2 þ ðv 3 _axðtÞÞr2 log

r2
r20

:
(42)
While the logarithmically divergent contributions at
small and large distances in the metric perturbations
(29) and (30) did not enter the equations of motion in
Minkowski space-time, we now have to deal with the
term ð _a=aÞ1. We discuss in Appendix A the (unphysical)
origin of these divergences and how we regularize them,
and we show that they do not influence the results.
The EOM become
€x ¼ Gv
2a2r4
ð2vrxð3r2x þ r2yÞ
þ ð14r2xr2  r4 logðr2=r20ÞÞ _aÞ; (43)
€y ¼ Gvry
a2r4
ðvð3r2x þ 5r2yÞ  7rxr2 _aÞ: (44)
When the string passes near a particle, this particle will
be imparted a velocity towards the string (the velocity kick
discussed above). In physical coordinates with the origin
fixed to a point on the string trajectory, however, the
particle is still following the Hubble flow until the reces-
sion velocity drops below the velocity due to the string
passage. The particle will then start to move toward the
region through which the string has passed, and we expect
that the particles will form a wake behind the string once
they reach this region. Quantitatively, we can compare the
particle motion w.r.t. the axis of symmetry and the turn-
around radius rt at which the particle motion decouples
from the Hubble flow to the calculation based on the
Zel’dovich approximation in Ref. [1]: The physical particle
position yðtÞ is given by
y ¼ aðy0 þ =aiÞ; (45)
where y0 is the initial particle position and ðtÞ describes
its displacement,
 ¼  3
5
uiti

a
ai


ai
a

3=2

ðy0Þ (46)
(at late times, a ai, only the first term in the square
brackets is relevant). We set ðy0Þ ¼ 1 for y0 > 0 and
ðy0Þ ¼ 1 for y0 < 0 as the velocity kick is always
toward the string, ui is the predicted velocity kick (37)
and ti, ai are the time and scale factor at which the
predicted velocity kick occurs (i.e., the moment when
xstring ¼ xparticle for a particular particle). From the particle
trajectory yðtÞ it is easy to compute the turn-around radius,
since at turn-around _y ¼ 0. One finds that for the particle
that turns around at time t,
rt ¼  aai : (47)
For testing purposes our simulation starts with a homo-
geneous distribution of 323 particles on an uniform grid in
a box size of L ¼ 300 kpc=h. We start at redshift z ¼ 99.
The string is initially at position ð10L; L=2Þ. We evolve
the simulation with the string until it reaches position
ð10L; L=2Þ at which point we turn it off. Thereafter we
evolve only the particles and since we use these simula-
tions to test the implementation of our formalism, we use
the expansion rate of a matter dominated universe through-
out as the approximation above was derived under this
assumption.
Our results and comparison to the analytically-predicted
trajectories and turnaround radii rt are shown in Fig. 5. The
numerically calculated particle trajectories initially follow
closely the analytical predictions. Eventually the numeri-
cal results diverge from the analytical ones due to the fact
that in the simulation the velocity kick for particles that are
further away from the axis of symmetry is smaller than the
analytically predicted velocity kick, which is derived as-
suming that the string that came from and went to infinity.
FIG. 5 (color online). Particle trajectories vs scale factor. The
solid lines are the simulated particle trajectories for several
sample particles at different initial distances from the passing
string. The dashed lines show the corresponding trajectories
based on the analytical predictions. The thick dash dotted line
is the analytically-predicted turnaround radius. The analytic
trajectories approach the axis of symmetry faster due to the
fact that analytically all particles are treated as obeying the
nearby approximation. Their velocity kick is hence larger than
the one calculated in the simulation. Furthermore, in the simu-
lation we can see the second turnaround as the particles fall back
into the wake.
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FIG. 6 (color online). Motion of a test particle in FLRW space-time with the same initial conditions as in Sec. V. From the top to the
bottom the panels show the comoving particle position, physical velocity and comoving accelerations. The third row shows the total
comoving acceleration and the rows below show the first order scalar, vector and tensor contributions to it.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we set up the formalism needed to
include topological defects and other sources of weak
gravitational fields in N-body simulations. For this pur-
pose, we have derived the equations of motion of massive
particles [Eq. (16)] in a perturbed background. We find that
both scalar and vector (gravito-magnetic) perturbations
contribute significantly to leading order, ð _xi=cÞ0.
Tensor perturbations on the other hand do not contribute
to leading order, and their contribution to the acceleration
is suppressed by one power of _xi=c (we investigate the
impact of the tensor perturbations in Appendix C).
To test and illustrate the equations, we have applied the
leading order result [Eq. (17)] to the well-known example
of a straight string. We have recovered the expected veloc-
ity kick in the limit where the string passes very close to a
particle (relative to the distance that the string travels) and
we have found that the vector contribution to the final
particle motion is sub-dominant. Furthermore we have
recovered the turn-around radii in FLRW spacetime.
Note that this is the first full numerical calculation (to
first order in _xi) where the velocity kick was not simply
taken as an initial condition.
Our results can be used for calculating the effect of any
sources of weak gravitational fields on nonrelativistic and
on relativistic particles. The focus of our continuing work
is on doing large scale N-body simulations and calculating
the effect of Abelian Higgs cosmic string networks [37] on
large scale structures.
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APPENDIX A: UNPHYSICAL logðr2=r20Þ TERM
An additional complication in the case of expanding
background compared to the Minkowski space-time is
evidenced by Eq. (17). Since now _a  0, there is an
additional force term proportional to i, which is
logarithmically-diverging with distance to the string. This
unphysical divergence arises because of the idealized na-
ture of the infinitely long, straight Nambu-Goto string: A
string of finite thickness would regularize automatically
the divergence for small radii, x2 þ y2 ! 0, while the
divergence at large distances, x2 þ y2 ! 1 is due to the
assumed infinite length of the string. This is analogous to
the logarithmic divergence exhibited by the electrostatic
potential of an infinite line charge. The divergence at
small separations is not an issue here because the physical
thickness of a realistic string is very small compared to the
typical interparticle separation in a cosmological N-body
simulation. However, we would expect that in a cosmo-
logical setting the size of the causal horizon would provide
an upper cutoff, above which strings are not formed.
For this reason we have decided to set r0 to horizon size
and r such that logðr2=r20Þ  0 for all particles initially (we
place the string initially at a distance	r0 from the box and
since r0  L, initially r  r0 for all particles).
This term only affects the motion in the x direction, and
hence it does not influence our results and comparison to
the analytical predictions discussed above.
APPENDIX B: TENSOR PERTURBATIONS
To get the contribution due to the tensor term we solve
the differential equation (12) for the tensor source
ðÞij ¼ ð1 v2k^2xÞ
k^2y k^xk^y 0
k^xk^y k^2x 0
0 0 1
0
BB@
1
CCA
 eikxðx0þvÞeikyy0ðkzÞ: (B1)
For a general tensor source, the numerical method in-
volves solving the differential equation on each grid point
in Fourier space, and then numerically inverse Fourier
transforming the resulting _hij which is used in the equation
of motion.
However, in the case of the Nambu-Goto string we
directly solve the differential equation analytically for
modes that are well inside the horizon, i.e., k 1.
Dropping the friction term (note that this term also
disappears in Minkowskian spacetime) we can rewrite it
to read
h
00 ðTÞ
ij þ k2hðTÞij ¼ Seikxv (B2)
where we define and use Seikxv ¼ 8GðÞij to make the
time dependence explicit. Hence
hðTÞij ¼
Seikxv
k2  k2xv2
þ hðTÞij;0; (B3)
where hðTÞij;0 is a solution to the homogeneous equation
h
00 ðTÞ
ij þ k2hðTÞij ¼ 0, determined by the initial conditions.
Equation (B3) represents the tensor part of the boosted
static gravitational field of the string when hðTÞij;0 ¼ 0. Hence
we arrive at our solution
hðTÞij ¼
Seikxv
k2  k2xv2
; (B4)
h
ðTÞ
ij ¼ ikxv
Seikxv
k2  k2xv2
: (B5)
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We also find the analytic solution to the full differential equation (12) for the tensor source (B1)
~h ðTÞij ¼
Seikxvð8ikxv 8k2xv2þ 4ikxvðk2 þ k2xv2Þ2 þ ðk2  k2xv2Þ23Þ
ðk2  k2xv2Þ33
: (B6)
However, we find that 1 j~hðTÞij =hðTÞij j  1015 when
comparing over our ranges and scales of interest
(0:01< a< 1, 2=L < ki < 512=L) for which
1:7 104 < k < 4:4 104.
APPENDIX C: EQUATIONS OF MOTION
TO FIRST ORDER IN THE VELOCITY
The equation of motion to first order in the particle
velocities, in physical time, is
€xi þ 2 _a
a
_xi ¼  1
a2
@ic þ 1a
_i þ _a
a2
i þ ð _c  2 _
Þ _xi
þ 1
a
ð@ji  @ijÞ _xj  _hðTÞij _xj: (C1)
We find that all the contributions to first order in the
particle velocity are significantly smaller (suppressed by
one power of ð _xi=cÞ) and they hence do not influence the
result (see Fig. 6). For completeness we list here all the
additional first order analytical results.
The first order scalar contributions are given by
_c 2 _
¼G
2r4
fðv _xÞð2rx½4r2þv2ð5r2þ6r2xÞ
þ9r2v _a½2r2xþr2 logðr2=r20ÞÞ
þ2ry _y½4r2þv2ðr2þ6r2xÞ9r2vrx _ag: (C2)
The first order vector contributions are given by
@j1 _x
j¼4Gv½rx _xðr2xr2yÞþry _yð3r2xþr2yÞ=r4; (C3)
@j2 _x
j ¼ 4Gv½ðr2x  r2yÞðrx _xþ ry _yÞ=r4; (C4)
ð@j1  @1jÞ _xj ¼ 8Gvry _y=r2; (C5)
ð@j2  @2jÞ _xj ¼ 8Gvry _x=r2: (C6)
Note that the first two of these terms come from the
_i  ðd=dtÞiðt; xðtÞ; yðtÞÞ term.
The first order tensor contributions are given by inverse
Fourier transforming Equation (B5)
_h ðTÞ11 ¼ Gvrxðr2x þ r2yÞ=r4; (C7)
_h ðTÞ22 ¼ Gvrxðr2x þ 3r2yÞ=r4; (C8)
_h ðTÞ33 ¼ 2Gvrx=r2; (C9)
_h ðTÞ21 ¼ Gvrxðr2x  r2yÞ=r4: (C10)
Finally, note that in Eq. (16) there are further terms of
order ð _xi=cÞ2 and ð _xi=cÞ3 which will be smaller yet.
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